CASTRO MAKES STATEMENT ON DEATH OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

At a special appearance on 23 November, FIDEL stated:

We do not hate men, we hate systems. The death of a man, although he is our enemy, cannot cheer us. Always in the presence of death we cease our belligerence and we bow with respect although it is in respect to an enemy.

KENNEDY was strongly attacked for being bellicose. Ultra-reactionaries are the only ones that can be called beneficiaries of these events. Advantage is taken of the assassination to release in the USA anti-Soviet and anti-Cuban hysteria and they are
staging a strange move and no one knows what sinister plot it conceals. This campaign tries to place the USA in the worst international positions, in the most reactionary international positions, and that is a serious and grave threat to peace. KENNEDY's death is a negative act for the interests of humanity. The enemies of Cuba know that they will always find us firm.